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The global existence of weak solutions of the initial boundary value problem in 
bounded domains to the system of partial differential equations for viscous com- 
pressible isothermal bipolar and multipolar fluids is proved. Some other properties 
as cavitation, regularity up to the strong solution and uniqueness are discussed. 
c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The paper of M. Padula [lo] concerns the same topics of the classical 
ideal gas and two-dimensional space domains. Padula’s paper is pioneer, 
especially in its use of Orlicz spaces characterizing the finite entropy and 
theorems of the compensated compactness type. Nevertheless, the main 
existence theorem is false, cf. [ 111. 

In this paper we follow the ideas presented in the work by M. Feistauer, 
J. NeEas, and V. Sverak [l] inspired by [lo]. The main topic is the study 
of multipolar fluids. The physical background is studied in the paper by 
J. NeEas and M. Silhavjl [S], where higher stress tensors to constitution 
laws are introduced. There it is proved that it is possible (as we 
corroborate) to satisfy all thermodynamical laws. Higher stress tensors 
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imply the use of higher derivatives of the velocity field. This point of view 
expresses some space nonlocality and also seems to better describe the 
turbulence phenomena. It is interesting that the proof of the existence of 
the central manifold to the incompressible fluid requires in fact higher 
stress tensors; see C. Foias, G. R. Sell, and R. Temam [2]. 

We prove a global existence of Hopf solutions to the bipolar fluid under 
general initial data and volume forces in the time cylinder (0, T) x Q with 
T> 0 and Q c RN, N = 2 or 3 provided the temperature 8 = 8, = const. > 0. 
In the same spirit, the general multipolar gas can be treated. We are also 
concerned with the problem of cavitation, regularity up to the strong 
solution, and uniqueness. In all these studies we look for the lowest 
multipolarity. 

In the present case only one new stress tensor is needed such that the 
momentum equations are of the fourth order. So we handle a bipolar fluid. 
The corresponding stress-strain relations are supposed to be linear. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

We suppose the classical state equation 

P = W, (2.1) 

where p, p, 0 are pressure, density, and temperature, respectively, and R is 
the universal gas constant. The isothermal process implies 

P=BP, /? = const. > 0. (2.2) 

We denote, as usual, the velocity vector by u; hence the continuity equation 
has its standard form 

z + ;, (PUj) = 0. 
J 

In (2.3) as well as throughout the paper we use summation convention. 
A standard symmetric stress tensor zii is considered such that 

zii = -pa, + t;; (2.4) 

its power on an elementary surface dS with outer normal v is 

~~~~~~ dS. (2.5) 

We consider a further 3-order stress tensor z&, whose power on an 
elementary surface dS with outer normal v is 

7” 3, dS gk axj k . 
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The general linear form for r% (with coefficients depending on the 
temperature 8 only and therefore constant in our case), provided zi is 
symmetric, reads 

(2.7) 

see [S] (A denotes as usual the Laplace operator). We suppose y 3 ( - 3) ,u, 
~>0,y,>(-~)~,,~,>0,y,=0,2e,i=a~,/a~,+auj/axj. 

For the stress tensor r& we require the symmetry in i, j; then the general 
form, according to [8], is 

a a* 
+Ysdjk)(eu+Yh- 

a2 

I axi ax, uk + y7 ___ ' ax,ax, 1 

(2.8) 

We restrict ourselves to the case y3=y4=y5 =y6=y7=0. The 
Clasius-Duhem inequality implies (see [ 81) 

this is satisfied in our example, which work with and we also show that the 
corresponding Korn’s inequality will be satisfied. 

Let 52 c RN, N= 2 or 3 be a bounded domain with a boundary smooth 
enough and let I= (0, T), Qr-= Ix a be the time cylinder. Let F be the 
density of volume forces. The momentum equation combined with (2.3) 
give 

i CPU,)+& (pu,Uj+Bps,-z~(u))=pFi. (2.10) 
J 

In addition to initial conditions for u and p we suppose u = 0 on 
(0, T) x 52. The further boundary condition is in the general case 

T$(U) VjVk = 0 on (0, T) x s2. (2.11 ) 
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First let us suppose that we consider a solution smooth enough and 
p > 0 in QT. Then we get 

2.12 THEOREM. 

= 
s 

pF,v, dx dz, t E (0, T), Qt = (0, t) x9. 
Ql 

For usual notation for Sobolev, Orlicz, and Bochner spaces see, for 
example, A. Kufner, 0. John, S. FuEik [3]. The equalities in Theorem 2.12 
show the function spaces that we work in: 

v E L2(Z, w232(f2, RN)), (2.13) 

P E LA L&J)), P 2 0. (2.14) 

We denote by +(t)=(l+t)In(l+t)-t,@(t)=e’-t-l resp. t,bli2(t), 
Q2(t) = et2 - 1 the pairs of Young complementary functions and by 
L,&f2), L,(B) resp. L,,,JsZ), L,,(Q) the Orlicz spaces of functions for 
which the Luxemburg norm 

IlullL,(n)=i:f{~>O;j~~(~)d~~l}< +co, (2.15) 

where f stands for 1+9, @, $,,,, Q2. 
Let B(Q) be the set of all bounded measurable functions defined on Q. 

Let us denote further by C#) the closure of g’(a) in L#). We have 
(see C31) 

(G(Q))* = L&J)? G,(w)* = &,#a, 

(c,(a))* = LD(Q), w,,,,m)* = L,,(Q). 
(2.16) 
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Of course, C,(Q) are separable Banach spaces and %?:(a) is dense in every 
C,(Q). We realize that $, $,,* satisfy the A, condition; hence 

C,(Q) = ~,ww~~J~) = L&a. (2.17) 

The weak formulation to Eq. (2.10) is also useful. It reads 

s 

aw, - DrU;dtdXdfe np()U,iWi(0)dX 
s 

+JT((U, W))dt-1 
0 QT 

(pO,Uj+flP6ij)~dXd! 
I 

= 
i 

pF, wi dx dt 
QT 

(2.18) 

for every w E%?(@=, RN), w(t) E W$‘(Q, RN), t E: Z, w(T) = 0; u. is the 
initial condition for u. In our situation, for v, w E I’= F+‘***(Q, RN) n 
W$*(sZ, RN), ((u, w)) is defined by (3.1) in the following section. 

III. A MODIFIED GALERKIN METHOD 

Let us denote V= W2,*(Q, RN) n W~‘(Q, RN) and for u, w E I-’ let 

((u, ~1) = Jo ( yedu) ekk(w) + $e,(u) e,(w) 

+r~~e~(~~~e,(w) 
k k 
a 

+2plxe,(u)$e,(w) dx. 
k k > 

From the coerciveness of deformations (see, e.g., J. Necas, I. HlavGek [7]) 
and from the very strong ellipticity of the bilinear form ((u, w)) it follows 
for UE V 

((“9 “))ak2 s, (lul* + lVul* + IV,ul’) dx, k,>O (3.2) 

(as usual V resp. V, denotes first resp. second gradient). Let (w”}::, be a 
complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions in I’, solutions to the 
following eigenproblem in V 

((“3 w)) = A(“, WI for every 0 E V, WE v, (3.3) 
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where (u, w) = Jn oiwi dx. We have 

((u, Wk)) = I,(& wk); k = 1, 2, . . . . O-CA,<;/*< . ..) 

wk, 4) = bkl. 
(3.4) 

From the regularity of solutions to the linear elliptic problem (6.1) (see 
Appendix) we get 

Wk E C”(c?, RN). (3.5) 

Let us put for w E L2(Q, RN) 

m 
P,w = 1 I,(Wk, w) Wk. 

k=l 
(3.6) 

If Li = span{ wl, . . . . w”} in L2(Q, RN), V, = span{w’, . . . . w”} in V, then 
P, is an orthogonal projector of L2 onto Li and of V onto V,. 

By (6.1) one defines the operator d: ((u, w)) = (&‘u, w) for every w E V. 
Its definition domain is denoted by D(d) and of course W:2(Q, RN) c 
D(d). It is the consequence of Theorem 6.1 (see Appendix) that 

II4 wqn, RN) G k, lbfu II Lqa, RN) (k3 > 0) (3.7) 

for every u E D(d); hence 

IlP,4l W4,*(i2,RN) i k ~~~prnd LZ(Ja,RN) 

d k, IIPm-W ~*(a RN) 6 h /I VII w4*(n, RN) 

(k4 > 0) for every u E PV$2(a, RN). 

Thus, due to the interpolation theorem it holds for every VE W~2(Q, RN) 

IIPr?l~ll ~3.q~. RN) G k5 II 0 II w~.*(Q, RN) (k > 0). (3.8) 

Let c~E%‘~(~) and let us put v”(t, x)=Cy=, ci(t) wi(x). Let us look for 
pm E %?r(QT) such that 

~+$lmv~)=o. 
I 

(3.9) 

We suppose throughout the paper 

Pm@, xl = PO(X) E @cm pa(x) > 0 in 8. 

Let 

Rrn( t) = v”(t, xrn( t)), x”(O) = y, YEG? 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 
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For every t E I, y -+ x”(t) is a diffeomorphism of 0 onto a. For (T, = In pm 
we have 

-&,(f,Xm(t)))= -~u~(fJm). I 
(3.12) 

Hence 

P,(G xl = pa(y) exp - $‘Yt, x”7~)) dT > 
, (3.13) 

where x = xm(t), y = x”(O). Let us look now for 6” such that for every t E I 

= - ((IT”, Wk)), k = 1, 2, . . . . m. (3.14) 

Let the initial conditions be given by 

s C](O) wiwf dx = 
R s V,(O, x) w;(x) dx. (3.15) 

n 

We suppose in the sequel 

uo(x) = $0, x) E L2(Q, RN), F;E L2(Z, L”(Q)). (3.16) 

Because det(j, prnw:w; dx) #O, we can solve (3.14), (3.15) uniquely in I. 
We get the standard estimate 

- 
s 

pF,Vydzdx+ :((V”,V))d,=O, 
s 

6; = V”(0). (3.17) 
8: 

If we start with c,(t) in the ball 

max \c,(t) - c,(O)\ < 1; 
CO.al 

i = 1, 2, . . . . m, 

we get 

:a; IFi - c,(O)1 $1, 
,a 

i = 1, . . . . m; 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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provided CI is small enough. So applying the Schauder 
we get on [0, a], Ei = ci. But for this solution we get 

fixed point theorem, 

+B( 
QI 

(l+p,)ln(l+p,)d~--BJ (l+po)W+pO)dx 
R 

ln(l+h) ax, 3 dx dz. 
J 

(3.21) 

We have 

f ln( 1 + p,) 2 dx dz < k7 
112 

(1 +L)W +P,) lI~mll L?I,, V), k,>O, 
PI J 

II II v= (( 3 )Y2Y 1, = (0, t), t E (0, a]. 

Using the Young inequality at the r.h.s. of (3.21) and applying the 
Gronwall lemma, we get 

3.22 LEMMA. 

ipm (tim12+ (1 +P,)ln(l +p,) dx 
> 

1 - 5~” bo12+(1 +Po)ln(l +po) dx 
> 

+ 1; ((V”, 3”)) dz 6 k,, k,>O. 

This implies that we can continue with a to T. For more detailed proof see 
for example [9]. 

Iv. THE LIMIT bOCESS 

4.1 LEMMA. Let B be Banach space, Bi (i = 0, 1) separable reflexive 
Banach spaces. Let B, CC B c B, ( CC denotes compact imbedding), 1~ 
pi < co. Let W= {v, v E L”(Z, B,), au/at E LP’(Z, B,)}. Then WCC Lw(Z, B). 

For proof we refer to Lions [S]. 
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MAIN THEOREM. Let (2.2), (2.7), (3.10), (3.16) be satisfied. Then there 
exists 

P E L”(J LJQ)), p > 0 a.e. in Q T, 

u E L’(I, W2’2(Q, RN) n W;‘(Q, RN)), 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

T&E L2(I, w +2(q), (4.4) 

$ (PO) E L’(Z, W -3*2(52, RN)) (4.5) 

satisfying (2.3), (2.10) in the sense of distributions and such that (2.18) holds. 
In addition 

(4.6) 

+/?supess (l+p)ln(l +p)dx 
I 5 a, 

1 + : IlF;llLqu,w,) 
! 

2 

3 k, > 0. 
i=l 

(4.7) 

Prooj Let 06 k 6 2 and let W”,‘(Q), W:*(Q) be the usual Sobolev 
spaces with fractional derivatives; see, e.g., [3]. Let Vk = V, where the 
closure is taken in Wk,‘(Q, RN); of course the traces are zero only for 
k > i. Because 

W($2) cc wp2(Q) cc W,“Z*‘(Q) c C,(Q) c C,,(s2), 

for N/2<k,<k, ~2, (4.8) 

we have 

L,,:*(Q) c L,(Q) c w -k*,2(!z) cc w --kl,2(SZ) cc w -2J(Q). (4.9) 

Of course Wk,2(12) c C,(Q); hence L,(Q) c (Wk.*(Q))* ((N/2) <k). It 
follows from the interpolation theorem that 

sup ~\p,ul~ W’.~(i2,RN)~k,o, k,o>O (OQkQ2) (4.10) 
“E vk 

1141 WQ2,RN) G 1 
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and 

(Pz is the dual operator to P,). 

4.12. LEMMA. Let 0 d k < 2. Then for every E > 0, 1, exists such that for 
12&J lb-P,4 wk. +, R~) < E provided (I uI/ wz.z~o, R~) < 1. 

ProoJ Let us suppose the contrary. Then there exist P4, 1,. + co 
and Ilu,,ll w2,2(a, RN) d 1 such that 11 u,, - P,,u,, 1) w~,2Cn, R~j B sO > E. Because 
Wz3’(s2, RN)cc Wks2(52, RN), we can suppose uI/ + u strongly in 
Wk,‘(S2, RN); hence P,,u,, -+ u strongly in Wk-‘(O, RN), which is contradic- 
tory. 

Let pm, urn be an approximative solution from Section III. There exist 
subsequences (denoted (p,),‘_“,, {v”},‘~, again) such that pm +p 
*-weakly in L2(Z, L,(Q)) = L’(Z, (C,(n))*); 

a a d2Vrn a2v 
vm-bv,-vm+--v,-+- 

dXi aXi axiaxj axj ax, 
(i, j= 1, . . . . N) 

weakly in L2(QT), urn -+ v *-weakly in L’(Z, L,(Q)), L2(Z, L,,(Q)). 
Due to Lemma 3.22 and Eq. (4.9) 

IIPmllLy~, w-k~(o)) G kn, k,, > 0, (N/2) < k < 2. (4.13) 

For N= 2,3 

brni~@(~,R+h itVmtl W2+&RN)r kn > 0; (4.14) 

hence 

IIPmVm~I~z(~,~~(n,RN)) 6 km k,, > 0. (4.15) 

It follows from (3.9) 

ap 
il II 
2 
at 

&km k,, > 0. (4.16) 
L2(L w-3%& RN)) 

Due to Lemma 4.1 pm -+ p strongly in L*(Z, W-‘*‘(sZ)); hence due to (4.15) 
pmvm + pv *-weakly in L2(Z, L$(sZ)). 

By (4.9), (4.15) we get 

bmVm~I L2(I, W+=+l,RN)) 1 <km k,,>O ((N/2)<k62); (4.17) 
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hence by (4.11) 

IIP~(Pm~m)(iL2(J,W-‘[~2(~,R”))~k17, k,,>O. (4.18) 

According to Lemma 3.22 pm jtYj2 is bounded in L”(Z, L’(a)); therefore 

IlPm brn1211 L2(1, w-qi2.R”)) d k,s, k,,>O. (4.19) 

By (3.14) (3.8) Lemma 3.22, (4.13) and (4.19) 

!I 
$ (ClPmU”) (( <km, km>0 (4.20) 

L.*(I, W-‘,2(R.R”)) 

holds. So by Lemma 4.1 P~(p,u”) + a strongly in I~‘(Z, W-2,2(sZ, RN)) 
(eventually for a subsequence). 

Let w E L’(I, W$2(52, RN)). Because of Lemma 4.12 for m large enough 

hence for j?, llwll &zJ(~,~~) dr d 1, it follows uniformly with respect to u’ 

lim II T (P;(p,uy)-p,uy) w,dxdz=O. (4.22) 
m--rm 0 R 

Therefore P,,, u” is a Cauchy sequence in L’(Z, WP2,2(sZ, RN)) and 
pmum + a strongly in L’(Z, Wp2,2(sZ, RN)). But p,,,u”’ + pu in g’(Q,) in the 
sense of distributions; hence a = pu. Therefore, due to (4.19) 

p,,,u~$” -+ pu,v, weakly in L’(I, W-2,2(Q, RN)). (4.23) 

Due to estimate jn lpmuml u dx < (jn pm Jum( * dx)‘j2 (jn prnu2 dx)“’ which 
holds for every u E L,,(Q) and due to (4.14), we get 

k,, > 0. (4.24) 

Therefore p,uTu,” + puivi *-weakly in L2(Z, L,,(fJ)). 
It follows from (3.14) that for every cp E W*( QT, RN) satisfying q(t) E V, 

for every t E [0, T] and cp( T) = 0, 

s 47 
pc,Fdxdr+ jQTpViujzdxdt+bJQ,pg 

J I 
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holds. Due to the density arguments (2.18) holds and (2.10) is satisfied in 
the sense of distributions. The continuity equation is obviously satisfied in 
the sense of distributions. 

V. HIGHER POLARITY AND QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES 
OF THE SOLUTIONS 

In the case of a bipolar gas, we found for the limit density p 2 0 only; i.e., 
in general, there can be a set of positive measures in Qr. such that p = 0 
here. This means that there is a strong cavitation. For this reason and also 
because of uniqueness of the solution, it is worth considering k-polar gas 
(k = 3,4, . ..). We refer the reader to [8]. 

In our situation we consider on V= Wk,2(S2, RN) n Wi2(52, RN) a 
symmetric V-coercive bilinear form 

(5.1) 

where A$i ,... i,j I... j, are constants. For I= 1 there are only combinations of 
eii(u), eO( w); we suppose that A fi., i,j,. j, are symmetric under the per- 
mutation of indexes (ii . . . il), (j, . . . j,). Of course, we suppose for u E V 

This follows for example from the conditions 

2~2 i J: ,... i,J;,.,.i, for every real vector (Ji, i,) 
/=2 

i, i 1, . ..) i, = 1, . . . . N. 

In our situation 

(5.4) 

tTz),j= $ (-1)'+1 Afi., I... ifjr...j,ax, 

a%. 
I= 1 4 . . . ax,aij, . . . axj; 
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We consider u = 0 on (0, T) x aQ and unstable boundary conditions given 
by 

a/-s- lw, 

’ dS=O ’ ax,r+, . . . ax,, 

for every w E %Tm(D, RN) n Wi*(s2, RN). 

5.5 THEOREM. Let k=3 and (2.2), (3.10), (3.16), (5.1), and (5.2) be 
satisfied. Then there exist p, v 

P E Lw(Q.h pay>0 in Q, (5.6) 

v E L*(Z, W3,*(G’, RN) n W;*(sL, RN)), (5.7) 

ap z E LZ(Z, w - l*‘(Q)), (5.8) 

; (pv) E L*(Z, W -3,2(52, RN)) (5.9) 

such that (2.3) is satisfied in the sense of distributions and also in the sense 
of duality in L*(Z, W -‘**(sZ)) and (2.10) in the sense of distributions and also 
in the weak sense; i.e., (2.18) is jiulJlled. Besides (4.6), (4.7) hold and 

rnp p&x) exp( -k20t1/2) 6 p(t, x) 

< max p,(x) exp( + k2,,t1’*), k,o > 0, t E I. (5.10) 
n 

5.11 THEOREM. Let k84 and (2.2), (3.10), (3.17), (5.1), and (5.2) be 
satisfied. Let P~E%?‘-~(@. Then there exist p, v 

asp 
a.+. axs,” 

eLm(QT) for OGsbk-3, s=s’+ . ..p. (5.12) 

for O<s<k-4, (5.13) 

v E L*(Z, Wk,*(52, RN) n W$*(a, RN)), 

-$ (pv) E L*(Z, W -k.2(0, RN)) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 
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such that (2.3), (2.10) are satisfied in the sense of distributions, (2.3) also 
almost everywhere, and (2.10) in the weak sense; i.e., (2.18) holds. 

Proof of 5.5 and 5.11. We take wk (k = 1,2, . ..) from (3.4). We define P, 
by (3.6). We get P,,,, urn as before. Of course (3.21) and Lemma 3.22 hold. 
Due to 

Ilvmo)lIq~-~(~,R~) 1 <kz llv”(t)ll W~R,RN)> (5.16) 

it follows from (3.13) that 

(m$ PO(x)) exp ( -6 hl IIv”(~)II wk.2cn,RNJ dr) Gf(t, x1 

G (“,“” pdx)) ev 
( 

+ji kZ1 IlfY~)ll w”+,RN) dT). (5.17) 

Using (3.11), Lemma 3.22, (5.16), and the Gronwall lemma, we obtain 

max 
asxi 

or ay;’ . ..ay$ 
(6 Y) Gk,,, 

where 0 <s d k - 3, kz2 > 0 and (si, . . . . sN) is any multiindex such that 
s=d + . ..sN. Due to 

and also 

max Oi 

Q, ax;' .-ax: (t, x) d km k,, > 0, s<k-3. 

It follows from (5.20) and (3.13) that 

lI~rnllv~~~,w~~~~ <km km > 0 

provided s < k - 3. Now from (3.3) one gets 

ah 
1 /I ar Gkk,,, kzs > 0 (s<k-33, k>4) 

Lqf,%+‘(o,, 

or 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

6 k,, for k=3. 
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In any case, we can suppose pm! + p weakly in L2(QT) and pm, -+ p strongly 
in L*(Z, fV’,*(s2)). We have 

IlPmurnllLqQ7, R ) 1 N <he,, kx > 0; (5.23) 

therefore pmum + pu weakly in L2(QT, RN) at least for a chosen sub- 
sequence. It follows from (3.14) with V” = u”’ 

Ii -$ ~sLUrn) (I 6 kz,, 4, > 0, 
LZ(I, V’) 

(5.24) 

hence for a subsequence if necessary P~(p,u”) + a strongly in 
L2(Z, W-‘-‘(0, RN)). But we have for every E>O \~P,MJ- w\I L2,0,R~,<~ 
provided w E Wk’(CI, RN), llwll w~,~Ca,R~I < 1, and m is large enough (see 
Lemma 4.12); so pmum -+ a = po strongly in L2(1, W 1.2(sZ, RN)). We have 
the estimate 

lbm I~“‘12/I~qp~) Gk,,, klg>O; (5.25) 

therefore p,u”u~ -t puiuj weakly in L*( Q T) at least for a chosen sub- 
sequence. The other is obvious. The proof of Theorems 5.5 and 5.11 is 
finished. 

5.26 THEOREM. Let k > 4. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.5 be satisfied 
and further let u0 E V. Then for the solution it holds 

2dxdf+~~~ lIu(t)ll2W~.2~n,~“)~k2~, km > 0, (5.27) 
i 

u E L2(1, W2k,2(SZ, RN)). (5.28) 

Equation (2.10) is fulfilled a.e. in QT. 

Proof For U”‘=u”‘, we use in (3.14) iW”/dt for the test function. 
Because of Lemma 3.22 and (5.17), jn, (urnI dx < k,. (k,, > 0); hence using 
(5.12), Lemma 3.22, (5.16) and the Holder and Young inequality, we get 

dxdt+sup lIum(t)ll~‘.~~R,~“I~k3,, (k,, > 0). (5.29) 
i 

Now, (5.28) follows from the regularity to the elliptic systems ((II, w)) = 
fn giw, dx, where ge L*(sZ, RN) (see Eq. (6.1)). 

5.30 THEOREM. Let the conditions of Theorems 5.11 and 5.26 be satisfied. 
Then in the set of solutions satisfying Theorems 5.11 and 5.23 there exists at 
most one solution to the problem (2.3), (2.10). 
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ProojI Let (p, u), (p, 6) be two solutions to the problem. Then for 
({, w) = (p - p, u - 6) it holds 

s Q,P~%~~+(bw)) 
j( avi avi 

=- 
~I+sv~~,+~wjdx,+Pv~ axj 1 

doi -- 5 cp,dx 

Ql ) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

for every rp E V a.e. in I. 
We multiply (5.31) by 5 and integrate over Q. After some computation 

we get the estimate 

& (115(~)ll‘*(n))‘~~1(~) Ilt(w*(q +; ((w W))¶ (5.33) 

where al <k32(((v, VI)+ (IIPlI~~~~) + llpll W~,2(n))2}, kj2 > 0; hence al E L’(Z)- 
We put cp = w in (5.32). We get 

d 
z sa,2 s A P Id2 dx + ((w(f), w(t))) 

dx 

(5.34) 

Using Holder and Young inequalities, r.h.s. of (5.34) can be estimated by 

~,(~)(lIw(~)ll2,2~qRN)f 115wll~z~n)) + am w(t))), 

where 
2 

Wk2(S2,RN) + llvll W’“,*(S2,RN) 

wqq + 1 > k,, > 0. 
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From (5.27) (5.12), (2.3) we have @/at E Lco(QT); hence a2 E L’(I). Due to 
(5.6) 

Hence from (5.34) 

We add (5.33), (5.35), and apply the Gronwall lemma. Because of t(O) = 0, 
w(0) = 0, 4 = 0, and w = 0 a.e. in QT. The proof is finished. 

VI. APPENDIX 

For the construction of the basis for the Galerkin method we have used 
the following regularity property to the weak solution of the elliptic 
problem 

UE v, f~ L2(Q, RN), ((~3 ~1) = Jo uifi dx for every v E V. (6.1) 

6.2 THEOREM. Let UE V be a solution to (6.1). Then ME WZk,*(Q, RN) 
and 

11 u 11 W2k,2(i2, RN) Q c /I f II L2(Q, RN) 3 c > 0. (6.3) 

The detailed proof can be constructed according to the procedure from 
J. NeEas [6]. We restrict ourselves to the case 52 = RN, = {XE RN, xN> 0} 
provided the solution UE W 2k,2(RN,, RN). For exact proof one must use 
differences instead of derivatives. For general domain 52 c RN one uses in 
the usual way the partition of unity to replace the original problem by the 
problem in Ry . 

Idea of the proof: We proceed by induction. Let us suppose that for 
2k- 1 >l>k we have 

Ilull WL*(R;, RN) < c 11 f II&R:, RN). (6.4) 

First let v E Vn Wkf1s2(Ry, RN). Then av/ax,E V, j= 1, 2, . . . . N- 1. So 
from’ (6.1) it follows that 

(6.5) 
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Especially for v = au/ax, 

hence 

G c II f II L*( R,“, RN). (6.7) 

Let cp E LS(Ry, RN). We have 

(6.6) 

(6.8) 

Put (0, . ..) 0, +, 0, . ..) 0), where $ is on the j-th position in the vector; of 
course $ E L@RN, ). So by the theorem about negative norms [6], we obtain 

p+lu. 
A~N...N N...N i -- axk+l (1 

<C 
k-tima k-rime N L*(RN+) 

(j = 1, 2, . ..) N). (6.9) 

Therefore in virtue of (5.4), 

WA:,... N N...N) +’ 
i?zz-- k-tmes 

and we have 

Ilull wk+‘.Z(R:, R N <c IlftlL*(R:,RN). ) \ (6.10) 

Let aI+ ’ -k/axi, . . . axi,+ ,~k be some derivative for 
Then we have as before 

(( 

aI+ 1 -kU #+I-ku 

ax,,.. .a~~,+,-~' axi, -axi,+,_, >> 

11, . . . . l,+l-k<N-1. 

Hence 

a/+1-ku 

axil . . ’ axil+ 1 -k II W’,*(R:, RN) 
GC II~IIL~~R:,RN). 

(6.11) 
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Let 
a/+1-k 

axNax,, -.a~,,_, 
with i,<N- 1 (s= 1, . . . . /--I?). 

Then we get from (6.1) for cp E 9(Ry, RN) 

i( 
a/+ I -kU 

ax, ax,, . ..aXiiek' 4o >> 

So we get as before 

hence 

The next step is to consider aI+ ‘jaxl, ... axj,_r , 8x7’. By the same 
reasoning we get 
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